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 Broken washing machines or fridges (Read 184 times) 

Fishinmishin  
Ausfish Platinum Member  

 
 

  
Enemy to all pelagics  
 
Posts: 1337 
Gender:  

Broken washing machines or fridges  

« on: 01. Mar 2006 at 22:38 » 

 

I got a new hobbie of fixing them  .  

Here fishy...fishy  . 

Back to top 

    

I live with fear and danger everyday.......sometimes she lets me out to fish. 
Call sign Fishinmishin VHF 21  
 
Click here to link to my website 

   
 IP Logged

Sean 
Ausfish Silver Member 

 
 

 
Lost another good fish!!  
 
Posts: 387 
Gender:  

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #1 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 05:41 » 

 

I have an old washimg mashine but I'm in Ballina. You are welcome to it.  

Back to top 

    

    
 IP Logged

finga  
Ausfish Gold Member 

 
 

 
If they don't have fishing 
in Heaven-I'm not going  
 
Posts: 868 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #2 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 06:14 » 

 

Hey Jay,  
Just go around to the clothes bins at the bus station carpark just below garden City (just up the hill from 
the Woolies servo) and help your self. When I drove past there a couple of weeks ago there was tons of 
them thrown around. it should be called Garden city tip with all the crap lying around.  
Don't get caught on A Current Affair either matey..  
  

Hope you don't find them as frustrating as I did when I had to fix them for a crust   
Cheers Scott 

Back to top 

    

    
 IP Logged

SimonT 
Ausfish Bronze Member 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #3 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 08:37 » 

 

I've got a busted washing machine (and a dryer too) that you can have.  The kerbside collection for my 
area (Newmarket) is on 13/03/06 so they will be going out for that.  Perhaps doing the rounds in the 
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Posts: 43 
Gender:  

Back to top 

    

   
 IP Logged

finga  
Ausfish Gold Member 

 
 

 
If they don't have fishing 
in Heaven-I'm not going  
 
Posts: 868 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #4 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 08:42 » 

 

Ah curb side is on down Shailer Park way.   
Good thinking Simon 
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 IP Logged

Canoedle 
Ausfish Silver Member 

 
 

  
Ausfish.com.au  
 
Posts: 264 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #5 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 11:16 » 

 

We have a great Kelvinator trimline upright freezer, it works great, just too noisy, tried to sell it in the 
weekend shopper, no takers, were asking $50. I'm sure if you could work out what's making the noise it 
would go for another 10 years. 

Back to top 

    

"Whiting, they make great bait."

      
 IP Logged

Maria  
Ausfish Gold Member 

 
 

  
Born to Fish - Forced to 
Work  
 
Posts: 988 
Gender:  

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #6 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 14:22 » 

 

Would have sent the old washing machine your way a month ago if I'd known Jay. Other than that, got a 
fridge (Fisher and Paykal heap of sh!t) that's on it's way out within the next 4 months.  
  
Ben 

Back to top 

    

   
 IP Logged

longtail 
Ausfish Silver Member 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #7 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 18:56 » 

 

hey jay , you gunna share the gps mark for your new artificial reef        
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ocean so big... and only 
so much fuel..  
 
Posts: 494 
Gender:  

Back to top 

    

. i only work to support my fishin addiction... 
 
http://members.optusnet.com.au/~jsaonmw 
 
cheers jason 
 
call sign- need-a-feed 
vhf - 73  
27meg-91

     
 IP Logged

Canoedle 
Ausfish Silver Member 

 
 

  
Ausfish.com.au  
 
Posts: 264 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #8 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 19:21 » 

 

 

Back to top 

    

"Whiting, they make great bait."

      
 IP Logged

2DKnB  
Ausfish Silver Member 

 
 

  
Born to Fish - Forced to 
Work  
 
Posts: 474 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #9 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 21:23 » 

 

I hope he does.At least we might catch some fish and we won't have to rely on Jay to catch them for us. 

 

Back to top 

    

   
 IP Logged

Fishinmishin  
Ausfish Platinum Member  

 
 

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #10 on: 02. Mar 2006 at 22:55 » 

 

Thanx anyway Sean .  

Cheers Finga...will do as your right....heaps of crap there...I'd be doing them a favour .  
Simon and Finga....will do too....the more the merrier. If I ain't got enough by mid march I'll come stop 
by Simon.  

Canoedle....if it's still for sale....I'm interested as I will actually use that one .  

Ben....I'll send you a spot to drop it over in a month .  
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Enemy to all pelagics  
 
Posts: 1337 
Gender:  

Back to top 

    

I live with fear and danger everyday.......sometimes she lets me out to fish. 
Call sign Fishinmishin VHF 21  
 
Click here to link to my website 

   
 IP Logged

SCOTTYGC 
Ausfish Gold Member 

 
  
beer - so much more 
than a breakfast drink  
 
Posts: 505 
Gender:  

Re: Broken washing machines or fridges 

« Reply #11 on: 09. Mar 2006 at 18:39 » 

 

have a bar fridge size freezer here thats off to the dump on the next run  
  
its on the gold coast if ya down this way  
  
scotty 
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